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 BADLAND by Frogmind

Alien forest dwellers must contend with a strange, industrial mystery that 
has upended their world.  Players can choose a character and decide 
between a winner-takes-all scenario, or collaborate with their fellow  
creatures to ensure their survival.  100 deviously creative levels take solo 
gamers deep into a world fraught with traps, secret passageways and 
dangerous obstacles.  A multiplayer option allows up-to-four gamers to 
contend for the win or work together.

The Captivating Atmosphere of BADLAND Now on the 
Latest Tablets

With hand-painted illustrations, unsettlingly life-like sound and addictive 
gameplay, the BADLAND app has garnered multiple awards for its  
innovative style and unique visuals.  Now, it reaches a whole new  
audience with Android* tablets powered by Intel Atom processors.   
Lightweight portability and crisp, responsive touch capability brings 
the transformative power of BADLAND  to life on these high-resolution 
screens.    

Now Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Processor-based Tablets for Android*  
 
Enter a blindingly beautiful, alternate universe, where all the flora and fauna are familiar and yet unrecognizable.  With 
the compelling immersion of a graphic novel or animated film, BADLAND  invites gamers to experience the next level 
of side-scrolling platformer adventure. The lush, imaginative landscape is now enabled for Android* tablets powered 
by Intel® Atom™ processors. 
 

Features of BADLAND for 
Intel Atom Processor-based  
Tablets for Android*
  
  • Award-winning Graphics 
  • 100 Single Player Levels 
  • Local multiplayer Collaborative 
     and Compete Features 
  • Life-like, Ethereal Soundtrack 
     and Effects 
  • Innovative physics based 
     side-scrolling platformer 



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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BADLAND Transports Gamers to Another, Magical Reality on Mobile Devices  

Another, magnificent and mysterious world awaits. The anticipation is over and gamers can now instantly download 
the striking, dynamic world of BADLAND right onto their powerful tablets.   

BADLAND is available for immediate download at Google Play: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.frogmind.badland 


